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Food from the Perspective of a Geographer –
Dr. Robert Lemon interviewed for entgrenzt
Dr. Robert Lemon, who
earned his Ph.D. from
the University of Texas
at Austin and is a former lecturer at UC Berkeley, spent the winter
semester 2015/2016 as
a visiting professor at
the Heidelberg University, Germany, at the Institute of Geography
and
the
Heidelberg
Center for American
Studies. entgrenzt took the opportunity to speak
to Robert about his work and asked him questions related to food studies and the importance the
discipline geography can have within that research field. Robert Lemon is a cultural geographer
and focuses on the concepts of space, place, and
landscape and connects his passion for aesthetic
representation with visual arts as it is traceable in
his movies as the documentary “Transfusion.” His
dissertation is on food trucks owned by Mexican
immigrants in the United States. In the interview
he talks about how academic geography is
connected to food, where food becomes relevant
and how relationships between gender, ethnicity,
and race are impacting food spaces and the food
system – in an obvious and unapparent manner.

actually in the college of natural sciences and
not liberal arts. I then switched my degree to
both geography and history. This is how I got
into it. And then I did not really know what to
do from there because my goal was to graduate and go to medical school. I had simply
wanted be a doctor and go down the professional track but liberal arts has the tendency
to throw you off your path because it is so diverse and you get exposed to many more ways
of thinking. I thought for myself at the naive
age of like 22: “I am still interested in geography; I really want to go on and stay in the
world of geography and learn more”. Furthermore, I had the idea that it would be nice to
have some sort of more pragmatic degree
along the way in case I actually need a job
that is not in academia. So I was looking for a
hybrid of the two.
I ended up in city planning; thinking that
this would be urban geography, but I soon
found out city planning is not urban geography. I was not in love with city planning because it appeared, at the time, to be mostly all
quantified guesswork for future development.
City planning was then very driven by how do
we get the economy growing, how is our economy looking compared to other cities, looking at statistics and mobility of traffic, how
much people are paying in taxes, and how do
entgrenzt: At first we would like to thank we free up flows on the highway, etc. To me it
you for giving us the interview. Robert, could was unfocused, because what is the goal? It
you give us an introduction of yourself to our appeared that the planner worked as an extenreaders. What is your background and how sion of the developer. It made me question,
did you come to the discipline of geography?
what’s the point of all this? Is it just to make
Robert Lemon: I started to take classes in traffic flow more freely to create revenue for
history and I also took classes in the natural this city? To me it appeared that planners just
sciences, but I hated my chemistry classes. La- worked without questioning their own set of
ter I took some more social science based biases and assumptions. In short, it lacked cricourses and I switched over to the geography tical spatial theory. Planners were not trying
department where I fell in love with some of to change any aspect of the system. They were
the teaching of two to three professors. Their engrained in it.
lectures were really eye-opening. I kept taking
At the same time I was also exposed to the
more and more classes from them and at some discipline of landscape architecture. I started
point I had to acknowledge the fact that I was to study architecture and landscape architec-
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ture at the Ohio State University. I got interested in the idea that design could remedy social
problems and environmental problems. Because I wanted to go to the very best school for
this approach, I applied and was accepted to
the University of California, Berkeley. I moved
to Berkeley and loved it there because the
professors were so diverse in their progressive
ways of thinking. They all had great intentions
to improve society through design, but they
had very different ideas to think about how
design could play such a role. And that was
really what made Berkeley a great place to
study landscape architecture. What I especially liked was that the design faculty were not
just super intelligent, but also very motivating
and they operated from their heart.
Then I went one summer to Mexico City to
work as a landscape architect. I realized very
soon I did not particularly care for the office
job. Although it was very interesting work and
I had challenging problems to solve, I realized
I am more a philosopher. I prefer to be on university campuses every day, surrounded by
people with great ideas, talking about ideas,
reading and writing about ideas, and being in
a progressive environment. As soon as I got
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back from my three months of work in Mexico
City as a landscape architect, I decided to stay
in academia and so I applied for my Ph.D. in
geography. This meant I had to remain in
school for another 5 1/2 years. I returned to
the University of Texas, where I did my undergrad degree, but now to do my Ph.D. The
faculty had changed considerably, and I was
interested in working with the new faculty
members. In particular I worked with people
that worked with Yi-Fu Tuan from University
of Wisconsin, Madison (see 1974/1977). He
had two prominent students who looked at
aspects of space, place, and landscape. One
would be Steven Hoelscher (2001) who examines landscape and memory. He has also
done a bit of work on Guatemalan (2008) and
German landscapes (2012). He did an article
about Dresden and its history of photography
with postcards of how Dresden has been depicted. I also went to work with Paul Adams –
a communication geographer – who was another Yi-Fu Tuan student. He researches the relationship between space and place in physical
and virtual worlds (see Adams 2005 and
2009). I went back to the University of Texas
primarily to work with these two individuals.
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Besides that, University of Texas is the second
largest university in the country with phenomenal resources and one of the very best Latin
American studies departments in the world.
Indeed, the geography department is also very
focused on Latin American issues. So it only
made sense for me to go to Texas, given my
geography interests and my regional areas of
study.
entgrenzt: What would you say are your research interests?
Robert Lemon: The beauty of geography is
that you can change your research interests.
Myself I deal with the philosophy of the relationships of space, place and landscape. I can
apply this philosophy to lots of visual studies
and cultural practices. I can turn this lens onto
film or food. I can look at all sorts of phenomena on planet earth through these spatial relationships which is the beauty of geography,
being able to examine various aspects and
processes of the world. Other fields can be very limiting.
entgrenzt: How does the topic of food trucks
fit into your research?
Robert Lemon: My interest is in the ordinary – the daily aspects of life we typically take
for granted. A food truck on the street could
easily be overlooked as part of the everyday.
However, there are many factors shaping what
puts a food truck on the street. It appears obvious, but once one starts to think about it, it
becomes quite complicated. For instance, I began by looking at the symbolic aspects of a taco truck in the United States. Then slowly one
starts to realize that there are other social dynamics taking place around the truck, such as
issues of immigration, urban policy, language,
economics, globalization, neoliberalism, etc.
And certainly there are issues of food. And
cooking and eating food is almost always associated with aspects of class, ethnicity, race,
and gender. Again, this is where geography
has an academic advantage, because urban
policies, migration, etc. are not mutually exclusive as they relate to the practices of a taco
truck. As a geographer I can examine these
various socio-spatial dimensions that are affecting the movements and food practices of
taco trucks.
Geography is great because one has a more
open way of thinking about the ways in which
various social topologies affect space. Thus, it
can also be multi-disciplinary. But at the same
time this is probably its greatest weakness. For
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instance, if you ask a geographer what geography is, they often have a difficult time narrowing it down. I think the perfect definition of
geography is simple, ‘the description of the
earth’. Anytime one describes something affecting the spatial patterns of the earth’s surface, one is doing geography. Newspapers do
it every day, people do it every day on facebook and twitter – they are always talking
about something that is affecting the way planet earth is used, for example, gentrification,
global politics, weather. The major difference
between a newspaper writer and someone
who has a Ph.D. is that a geographer has a
more profound set of theories to comprehend
and explain spatial phenomena – or put differently, what it is they are seeing.
entgrenzt: If you focus on food, what you
did in the past, the question is then what can
geography bring into the food studies?
Robert Lemon: I think no one really paid
much attention to food until maybe the late
1990s when it became more culturally prevalent to talk about food. I wrote my undergraduate thesis about Iberia’s agricultural landscapes and food practices in 2000. At the time
only a handful of people were doing food studies, especially as food is tied to aspects of
landscape and cultural representations of
space. My advisor at the time, Prof. Terry G.
Jordan, thought I was very innovative writing
about the cultural geography of food. He told
me it was a fascinating field and was impressed an undergraduate student saw its potential. Today the field of food studies is quickly
evolving. Geographers are still a bit all over
the place when writing about food.
Today, a lot of critical geographers gloss
over the food itself, which I think is a bit problematic in food studies. They want to talk
about some sort of social issues around food
but they do not get into the way foods and
food practices change. They might talk about
food deserts, obesity problems, or urban agriculture but seldom does one see someone examining the food itself. There is a relationship
between the two that is often left unexplored.
It is easy to pick up on things such as urban
agriculture or food deserts. But aspects of the
ways in which the food itself transforms space
often go unnoticed. If you look at something
day to day such as a taco truck, one has to
ask: “what is so important about a taco to a
group of people?” The common answer is:
"That is what Latinos do. They always eat ta-
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cos." It is a very generalized statement, stereotypes a group of people, and it is not always
the case. Therefore, it is worth asking them.
"Why a taco?" They might say: "I do not eat
this every day, but I like to have one once a
week. The rest of the time I go to IHOP, KFC,
and Pizza Hut, and I really like Chinese Food".
It is not the case that Mexicans always eat tacos but nonetheless it is important somehow
for them. In the case of a taco truck, it is significant social and symbolic space. If you get
into a discussion with someone they will start
to tell you more about how the space functions. It is not only about the taco, but it is
about the experience of going to a truck, sitting outside, speaking Spanish, meeting with
friends, etc. To sum up, foods activate and
transform spaces in different ways. The geographer’s job is to deconstruct the relationships between food, space, and society. In addition, one also has to examine how the taco
is also changing to the meet the desires of the
demographic. Not only is the taco changing
social space, the social space is changing the
food as well.

The geographer's job is to deconstruct
the relationship between food, space,
and society.
To your question what can geography bring to
food: In food studies, one should address
aspects of gender, class, and ethnicity to a certain degree. Geography can bring in the spatial dimensions and dynamics of these relationships that scholars often write about implicitly. If one reads food studies, it is typically historical work and it is often centered on aspects
of class and gender – those are the two bigies.
Moreover, they talk about a particular place
and they use the term “place” loosely – place
is just a region of the world, for example. This
is where a geographer can come in and kind
of flip this around to say: "Let us look at how
space, place, and landscape are related to food
practices. From this perspective, we can then
better examine how food transforms space and
how space affects food practices. Also, examining spatial relationships brings to light other
networks associated with particular types of
foodstuffs – transportation, the migration of
food practices, climate, soils, etc. Also, consi-
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der the fact that geographers must take courses across the social and physical disciplines
early on in their academic careers. Most know
that one cannot grow anything anywhere.
Being grounded in physical geography helps
to understand the complex social geography of
food.
I believe knowing both physical and social
geography is critical in doing research on
foodways. Physical geography acts upon the
social, and the social acts back upon the physical, or at least tries to. When it cannot, it often turns to transportation to overcome spatial
differentiation in the production of foodstuffs.
For example, let us take the jalepeño. I know
one seldom finds jalapeños in Germany. However, in Texas they are easy to find in any
grocery store pretty much year round. One
could over simplify and say that Germans find
jalapeños too spicy. This would be a purely
cultural explanation. Then an oversimplified
explanation from the physical side would be
that jalapeños do not grow well in Germany.
The truth is that food is more nuanced than to
be simply reduced to solely physical or cultural dimensions. It is always a relationship between the two. For instance, I can find jalapeños in Mannheim because there is a number
of Mexicans who live there. Their demand for
spicy peppers means that some peppers are
shipped from Mexico to Europe. Here transportation links the cultural back to its physical
component. This is what it means for food
practices to connect cultural groups back to
their homeland – their land, literally back to
their soil; back to their “roots.”
entgrenzt: How do food practices change
urban cultural environments?
Robert Lemon: If you begin to start thinking
that everyone has to eat, then food is tied to
every social environment of the city: from restaurants to push carts, from taco trucks to
gardens. Especially in the United States, food
is linked to class, race, ethnicity, gender, and
to aspects of immigration. There are various
types of analyses one can do to examine how
cities are being shaped through food practices.
Most obvious example I can think of is from
immigrant food practices, one can look at ethnic enclaves. The character of ethnic enclaves
is most often shaped by food practices. People
go to these neighborhoods, because they want
familiar foods. If they are of different ethnicity
or class, sometimes then it is to try different
foods. Both experiences of food shape urban
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space and daily mobility practices.
So food is complex to study. When one begins to look at food practices and where they
are allowed to take place and when they are
not allowed to take place. Urban politics start
to affect food practices. Eating street food has
been an issue in the Unites States as long as
the United States has been a country, even
prior, from the Chili Queens, who sold chili in
San Antonio to the informal immigrant markets in New York City. People were serving
food on the street. As the city developed, this
was seen by many to be very unsanitary. During the City Beautiful Movement in 1880 until 1920, it was in around 1910 when the United States started cracking down on food vendors in the streets and tried to clean up the cities. The City Beautiful Movement also kind of
got rid of the street food vending because it
spoiled the urban environment. Not just that,
they also did away with many farmer's markets. Farmer's markets were also seen as unsanitary. You cannot really point your finger to
one reason why farmer's markets and street
foods disappeared in the US. The City Beautiful movement definitely had an impact but
there are other factors, too. Commercialization
of food – restaurants, grocery stores, etc. and
industrial farming helped move food practices
indoors to highly controlled environments.
Now, local food movements are taking off and
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we see more and more farmer's markets popping up around North American cities.
entgrenzt: Would you say that there is a
connection between gentrification and food?
Robert Lemon: Absolutely. People often
perceive the shifting population of a neighborhood by the food practices that are taking
place there, such as the influx of ethnic markets, coffee shops, or niche restaurants. Most
always it is when you hear people say: “Oh
this neighborhood has great coffee shops and
has a little market where you can buy fresh
fruits and vegetables, and it has a couple great
restaurants.” Of course in this context, food
becomes a catalyst for change and developers
want to cash in on this process. When the food
is there, the people would think it is a great
place and then the neighborhood will gentrify.
Food can also be used as a tool for urban
planners to market their city.
At other times gentrification is conceived.
Let us take the example of gourmet or highend dining restaurants. They do not even have
to be “high-end.” They just need to be trendy
enough to capture the hip clientele. Of course
I am saying this a bit tongue-in-cheek. Let us
take for example a piece I am currently writing for an Academic Blog for Erfurt University. The essay is about how the local food movement in the United States is changing urban
space.
(check
www.foodfatnessfitness.-
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com/2016/03/29/farm-to-fork/#_edn1)
For instance, eating local and buying from
regional boutique farms creates a demand for
new restaurants. Indeed Sacramento has branded this new process as “Farm-to-Fork.” It is a
way for them to upgrade the city’s image. It is
also what I would consider to be an aspect of
the gastro-gentrification process. The term is
pretty self-explanatory. It is basically changing
the neighborhood or city’s image through food
practices.
entgrenzt: What are your thoughts about
current trends such as urban agriculture or the
coming up of farmer’s markets?
Robert Lemon: There are numbers of spatial
issues that affect the city. I think often – from
my perspective – some of the major issues that
really shape everyday city life are being overlooked. I am not interested in researching the
obvious, such as food deserts or urban agriculture. Sure these are significant issues that are
worth exploring, but they seem to be academically trendy: “Oh there is a food desert! How
do we fix that? How do we define it?” That is
not that interesting to me. There are enough
people chasing after these sorts of problems.
For example, for a long time urban agriculture, especially by planners, is seen to be some
sort of solution to hunger and few people are
asking serious questions about it. For one hunger is as much a rural issue than an urban one
(cf. www.feedingamerica.org). Secondly, I
would argue that market flows, not food production and waste, underscores why there is
hunger around the world. Because food is a
commodity, it flows to the top, along with
money. While rural farmers export their one
cash crop, grocery stores with the most variety
of foods are in the richest neighborhoods –
this is not a coincidence. So I think more work
on social spaces around the food system need
to be investigated. For example, Julie Guthman began critiquing aspects of class and urban agriculture. I applaud her work. She notes
that there are aspects of race and class that
are not being addressed by planners. Such as
the power dynamics of young white college
students trying to get poor black city dwellers
to sow seed. More work like this needs to be
done. We need more academics critiquing the
assumptions that society often simply makes
about the food system.
I also have several other issues with urban
agriculture. There are aspects of time, money,
physical geography, transportation energy,
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and contamination that are not being fully addressed. For me, urban agriculture is simply a
utopian ideal. To begin, you would need the
majority of the population growing food. There is a division of labor for a reason, for example. Farmers farm so others can become specialized in other sorts of technology. For instance, I can focus on issues of geography and
not work as a farmer every day – which is very hard labor. I don’t want to farm. My grandfather had a nursery. My grandmother on the
other side of the family had a garden. For my
grandparents, this was a means to get by.
With mass consumerism, gardening faded out
for the middle-class. Now all of a sudden it is
rediscovered. Again, I believe food distribution needs to be explored through capital flows.
Here, geographers can help point out that
most of the people in the United States that
are hungry are not always in cities, they are in
rural environments and they are typically
within farming communities. The question
one has to ask here, if there is plenty of food
and you have people that are hungry and they
are in rural and typical farming communities,
then food is going to the cities. Food goes to
places, cities, and neighborhoods, etc. where
people have money to buy it – food is a commodity. If you consider food as any other
commodity I mean it is commoditized, then
your access to it is going to do with the
amount of wealth you have and typically,
wealthier people live in cities. It does not
mean that there is a population in cities that is
not going hungry, but it is important to know
that hunger and malnutrition around is not
simply an urban issue. I do not see too many
people trying to address this and saying "we
have an economic issue here of the distribution of food!" Rather you find planners and
other idealists often saying, "I am going to assume that people who are hungry are in the cities because I see hungry people a lot, and
there are these black neighborhoods and they
look poor, consequently, they must be hungry.
Therefore, I am going into that neighborhood
and give them a farmer's market, an urban
garden, and then tell them how to feed themselves." All these conclusions are drawn without any sort of research on the issue. Maybe
the people feel good about doing it. Maybe.
That is fine, but I have a hard time believing
the rhetoric when I’ve read the data. Food and
hunger in the United States needs to be addressed economically. Sure it may feel good to
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plant seeds and feel like you’re doing something. It is a way to see some tangible results.
Here is my pretty garden. However, it is not a
real solution to a problem that desperately
needs to be solved through understanding the
logic of the market system. You can also look
at the factor of time, because time is money. I
think that geographers have to be very critical
of these processes and reshape the conversation. Not only should they be asking: How are
urban farmers changing the city? They should
also be asking: How do market flows create
aspects of hunger, waste, and surpluses? How
does a commodified food system affect the environment? Regardless, whether geographers
argue for or against urban agriculture, they
should be critical about the social, cultural,
and the economic processes affecting it.
entgrenzt: On your homepage you refer to
the topic "right to the city". We want to ask
you if you could explain the connection of
both food and the "right to the city".
Robert Lemon: It really depends on how
you define the term "right to the city". The
way I used it on the website was in terms of
the general public access to resources. This is
more something I teach than research. I do not
really write too much with regards to "the
right to the city" literature. What I am interested in – and I think the discussion to the “right
to the city” from a super academic level – I
use it to a certain degree but also a part of me
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does not like it. I think it is important to teach
the "right to the city" in terms of space, and
this is how I primarily use it. Who has access
to resources? What communities were diced
up by the construction of freeways? What
neighborhoods in the United States never got
plumbing, for instance, because they were too
poor, too brown or too black? Who is able to
get to a hospital, get to work on public transit,
or get to a grocery store?
More academically, I have my own interpretation about Lefebvre's (1996) "right to the
city", that it is one of personal expression. We
should be able to express our own individual
identity. The city should be shaped not by
economic flows, but after our own social practices. People should be able to shape space by
the ways in which we live, not by the ways we
conceive it for economic purposes. Everyone
should have the ability to express who they
are. I am more interested in city form from an
artistic expression, which represents our social
identity. That is how I talk about taco trucks
as well. Taco trucks are lived space. Their spatial practices shape the city. The trucks themselves reconfigure space and perform their
right to the city. In this aspect I look at food
practices as a way to assert one’s right to the
city. Food practices express identity to a cultural group. They remind people of where
they came from, who they are, what they are
doing in life.
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entgrenzt: What would you say how food
performances are interrelated with class, ethnicity, and gender?
Robert Lemon: If you really want to dive into class, ethnicity, and gender in the city with
food, one must pay attention to, who is doing
the work and who is doing the eating – who is
on the consumption and the production side of
food. There are clear-cut examples. If you are
in California and you are in any restaurant
pretty much, whether it is Mexican or Japanese restaurant, it is Mexicans cooking in the
back. They are doing all the work and it is
mainly Anglos eating the food. Not to mention
if you go to the fields. It is Mexicans picking
the strawberries, tomatoes, and grapes. This
aspect of labor is completely tied to the working class. It is very tightly coupled with ethnicity in the US. If you start going into more
nuanced issues associated with food, then one
has to ask who is cooking and why? In my
work on taco trucks, street food became important because taco truck owners provide the
working class Mexican immigrant a comfort
food at an affordable price.
entgrenzt: What did you learn from your
own research about taco trucks owned by Mexicans?
Robert Lemon: What I found most interesting was the extent that gourmet food trucks
were affecting the spaces of a city where taco
trucks could vend. While doing my research
on taco trucks, the gourmet food truck trend
took off. Here the people were cooking primarily for the white middle class. In many cities
that at first did not allow taco trucks, well all
off a sudden they are allowed because the new
food trucks popping up in cities demanded
their right to the city. In a roundabout way,
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white middle-class owned food trucks helped
make food vending for Mexican immigrants
more acceptable. At the same time, cities started to jack up their prices on food vending
permits. This has added additional pressures
on the taco truck owner. The performances of
the two trucks often take place in very different spaces of the city. The paradox here is
that although food trucks may be changing
the character of a city, they still pretty much
represent the view points of the people who
were already in these neighborhoods, because
the spaces and the practices are not mixing or
crossing over.
entgrenzt: Which critical dimensions on social justice through food practices would you
like to open up more in the food studies as a
geographer?
Robert Lemon: I am not so much interested
in social justice issues in my research. Of
course social justice issues always seem to factor into my work some how. My primary interest in geography is to understand the very
nature of spatial relationships. I am foremost
interested in representations of space, spatial
practices and spatial processes. That being
stated, where I would like to go next with
food is to understand a city’s dimensions
through food practices and processes. I want
to tie social food practices in cities back to the
environment. It appears that the social and the
environmental side of food studies still seem
to remain in separate spheres. Obviously it is
difficult for a sociologist to talk about soil and
for a soil specialist to talk about tacos. Since I
have a Master’s degree in Landscape Architecture, I do understand environmental processes
very well. I would like to tie my expertise in
culture and society to my knowledge of the
physical environment. I am currently trying to
get a project off the ground where I examine
central markets in Latin America. I would like
to tease out how daily spatial practices around
food reflect farming processes. Also the inverse of this condition: How do daily spatial
practices around food affect farming practices? The market place in most Latin American
cities, especially Mexico, is very regional. I am
not talking about supermarkets, but the traditional central markets in the city that rely on
regional supply chains. Essentially, these central market spaces are a spatial nexus between
the rural and the urban. The market functions
as the heart of the city. It supplies food to all
its residents. In this sense, then the food net-
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works from the fields to the table represent a
pulse. The pulse is literally the rhythm of food
production processes transformed into food
consumption practices – the daily coming and
going of people to and from the market.
entgrenzt: What would you say is your academic approach?
Robert Lemon: I do not believe in truths, I
only believe in arguments. I do not subscribe
to any particular theories. There are theories I
like more than others but it is typically because the author had a really good idea and constructed a really well written argument. My
approach is not one that starts from theory. I
like reading theory, but I do not research from
an office solely with my head in books. My office is outside. I research on the street. I start
from what I see in the world then I work back
to theory. I interview people. I talk to people.
I use my brain to synthesize information and
then I work back to theory. By the time I come
back to theory, I am better able to critique it. I
am able to see where certain theories work
well, and when they fail. My approach is ethnographic, and then I work back to the literature to try to better understand what I am observing, but to also better understand and critique theory. I know there are many geographers who love one or two theories, (such as
Marx or Lefebvre) or just love theory. There
are others who like description and personal
interaction. I like both and do both. I love ethnography, description and theory. Consequently, I combine all aspects where relevant.
And in this way, I try to be relevant for both
the average reader and also for the professional geographer.
entgrenzt: Robert, thank you very much for
the interview. Our readers are able to deepen
the topic through checking the mentioned studies or follow you on your homepage and
watching your movie "Transfusion" which portrays a Mexican woman in the all-black neighborhood in Columbus Ohio. We are glad that
you found time to talk with us.
Robert Lemon: Well thank you all so much
for your time and interest in interviewing me
for your publication. I’ve always admired the
history of geography in Germany. So it’s a
thrill and great honor to be able to teach in
Germany, at the Heidelberg University, as a
geographer.
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